GET CONNECTED!

Join our Orientation Slack!
This is your chance to connect with your fellow Pod-mates before you even arrive on campus. Feel free to introduce yourself in our #general channel when you join!

Register for Tandon’s New Student Orientation!
Registration is required for all incoming students, first-years and transfers. You will need your NYU N number (e.g. N12345678) in order to register.

Follow us on social media for everything OSL&E
Instagram: @engagement.tandonstudentlife
Facebook: @EngagementTandonStudentLife
TikTok: @tandonstudentlife

NSO IS ALMOST HERE!

Only ONE week to go until Orientation! Who’s excited?! Before you pack up and head to campus, we have a few more announcements to share with you!

Your Orientation Schedule is NOW LIVE!

Last week, your long-awaited Orientation schedule went live on NYU Mobile. To view the schedule, make sure you have downloaded NYU Mobile!

Throughout Orientation, you will see that there are mandatory and optional programs. This means there are some programs that you MUST attend because they offer important information you need to start the year - plan to attend those! There are others that will help you explore all that NYU has to offer - go to as many of those as you like!

NYU RETURNS

This Fall, all students are required to be up to date on their COVID-19 vaccinations (including a booster, when eligible) with an FDA-approved or WHO-listed COVID-19 vaccine. Read about the COVID-19 vaccine requirement and review the FAQ for more information. Currently, NYU requires that all members of the NYU community wear appropriate masks indoors in settings and spaces: (1) where in-person attendance is obligatory; AND (2) that involve exposure to the same individuals over a prolonged period of time. At this time, we anticipate masking will be required for most NYU Tandon Orientation events, so students should be prepared to bring an acceptable mask to all Orientation events. For any questions on vaccination requirements, health and safety guidelines, and more, please visit NYU Returns and the Arriving to Campus Guide.